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Cheating is broadly defined as “an attempt to use or provide unauthorized assistance, 
materials, information, or study aids in any form and in any academic exercise or 
environment” (Indiana University), “the act of wrongfully using or attempting to use 
unauthorized materials, information, study aids, or the ideas or work of another in 
order to gain an unfair advantage” (Duke University), or “fraud, deceit, or dishonesty 
in an academic assignment, or using or attempting to use materials, or assisting others 
in using materials, that are prohibited or inappropriate in the context of the academic 
assignment in question” (UC Berkeley). Due to ambiguousness of these definitions, 
faculty members and students tend to have different perceptions and have difficulty 
applying fair cheating policy to a specific case. Cheating includes, but is not limited 
to (modified mainly from Indiana University. See references below): 
 
1. “[U]se external assistance [(e.g., the use of tutors, books, notes, calculators, 

computers, wireless communication devices, and other equipment and devices)] 
on any “in-class” or “take-home” examination, unless the instructor specifically 
has authorized external assistance” (Indiana). 

2. “[Give] unauthorized aid to another student or receive unauthorized aid from 
another person on [attendance,] quizzes, assignments, or examinations” (Duke) 

3. “[U]se materials from a commercial term paper company, files of papers prepared 
by other persons, or submit documents found on the Internet” (Indiana). 

4. “[C]ollaborate with other persons on a particular project and submit a copy of a 
written report that is represented explicitly or implicitly as the student’s individual 
work” (Indiana). 

5. “[U]se any unauthorized assistance in a laboratory, at a computer terminal, or on 
fieldwork without instructor’s authorization” (Indiana). 

6. “[S]teal examinations or other course materials, including but not limited to, 
physical copies and photographic or electronic images” (Indiana). 

7. “[S]ubmit substantial portions of the same academic work for credit or honors 
more than once without permission of the instructor or program to whom his/her 
work is being submitted” (Indiana). 

8. “[A]lter [or falsify] a grade or score in any way, … alter answers on a returned 
exam or assignment for credit [without authorization]” (Indiana). 

9. Communicate (including written, verbal, gestural, and other forms of 
communication) answers or opinions with others during an exam or for an 
assignment (Berkley). 

10. Use unauthorized materials, prepared answers, written notes, pre-programmed 
calculator or equivalent containing answers, or concealed information during an 
exam or quiz (Berkley). 

11. Submit or use falsified information on tests, quizzes, assignments or examinations 
(falsification or fabrication) (Duke and Carnegie Mellon). 

12. Use false statements or unauthorized prescription medication to obtain additional 
time or other accommodation, or to enhance academic performance (Duke and 
Carnegie Mellon). 

 
 



Cheating Exercise  
 
1. May I copy only a part of other’s work (answer) during an exam or on an 

assignment? (No! Cheating) 
2. May I ask my brother to do my homework? (No! Cheating) 
3. May I use an intelligent calculator in an exam to solve a simultaneous equation? 

(No! Cheating) 
4. May I use messenger or equivalent (e.g., Kakaotalk) and talk to classmates 

regarding exam and assignment? (No! Cheating) 
5. May I ask other some technical questions about using Excel in a computer cluster? 

(Yes, in general) 
6. May I wink or gesture to others and share answer or opinion on an exam or quiz? 

(No! Cheating) 
7. May I download a presentation file from the Internet and then submit or present it? 

(No! Cheating) 
8. May I submit the same paper for more than one course? (No! Cheating) 
9. May I copy and paste some sentences from Wikipedia without proper citation (No, 

Cheating and plagiarism). 
10. May I add an interesting image obtained from a Web site to my paper with proper 

citation (e.g., author, URL, and access date) (Yes, you may).  
11. May I access, use, distribute, or sell old exam, answer key, or other graded 

projects and assignments without instructor’s authorization? (No! Cheating) 
12. May I ask or force other to be an alternate, stand-in, or proxy during class or exam 

to check attendance and take the exam for you? (No! Very serious cheating) 
13. May I allow other, explicitly or implicitly, to copy or use your work to do his/her 

work? (No! Cheating) 
14. May I borrow other’s work to do your homework with his explicit agreement? 

(No! Cheating) 
15. May I report linear regression results with some numbers manipulated? (No! 

Cheating and fabrication) 
16. May I intentionally submit a corrupt electronic file, which is not readable, and ask 

additional time? (No! Cheating) 
17. May I submit unauthorized prescription (claiming illness falsely) to obtain more 

time and avoid penalty or exam? (No! Cheating) 
18. May I alter previously graded your exam or assignment and then appeal to the 

instructor in order for a higher grade. (No! Very serious cheating) 
19. May I discuss group project, and then copy from other group member and submit 

it as your independent assignment? (No, write your answer by yourself)  
20. May I split up an independent homework with others and submit a combined 

version? (No! Cheating and collaboration)  
21. May I ask other to manipulate data and/or write programs for you in a computer 

cluster? (No! Cheating) 
22. May I discuss take-home exam questions with classmates and write your answer 

independently as described in the syllabus? (Yes, you may) 
23. May I share an electronic file (e.g., .doc and .xls) through a public folder at IUJ or 

email? (No! Cheating)  
24. May I use cheating sheets or equivalent (e.g., hidden notes written on the desk or 

wall) on a closed-book exam? (No! Cheating) 
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